Introduction
This paper is an immediate continuation of [l] . In paper where are multiindexes, |i| «1.,+.. .+i n , I j I . «+J n » coefficients a^j are bounded Lebesgue measurable functions in 0.
We shall oonsider the following nonlinear boundary value problem Denote by V a set of functions from the Sobolev space (k) Wg '(G), satisfying the stable boundary conditions (1.2) on rin the sense of traoes. The set V equipped witA the inner product and the norm of the Sobolev space W^ '(G), i.e. 
A function ueV is said to be a weak solution to the problem (1.1)-(l.3), if the relation
holds for every veV (of. [7] p.371).
The existence of the weak solution to the problem (1. [7] ). In this paper we are concerned with the existence of the weak solution to the nonlinear problem (1,1)-(1.3). The main result is contained in Section 3.
Assuae that: I. The function f(x t ?) of n+ae, real variables x e G, ^eR , ae » n"fn-111 * sati^i 08 tlle Caratheodory continuity condition (cf. [2] , p. 74) and, for almost all xeG and all «B*, the following inequality (1.8) if(x,e)U«(x) + k f 3-1 where <x(x)e L_(G) and k-is a nonnegative oonstant.
II. The functions h,(x,o) of n+ae real variables xer , 9€ oeR satisfy the Carathéodory continuity conditio» and, for x almost all xer and all i;e8 , the inequality (1.9) 4 Pl (x) + k l £ M* J-1 where P-^x) e L2(r) and k^ are nonnegative constants.
III. The bilinear form A(v,u) is V-elliptic, i.e. there exists a constant 0 such that
for all v e V.
Auxiliary results
The bilinear fora A(v,u) satisfies the inequality
for all a,ve V, where K>0 is a constant (cf. [7] , p.375). Using inequalities (1.10), (2.1) and assumptions imposed on the operator A it can be proved that the form A(v,u) defines for all v e V (cf. [7] , p.397, 398). Theorem 1.
There exists a continuous operator
for all veV. The restriction T |y : ï -» V is compact.
Proof. Lat ueW^k' 1, (G) be fixed (of. [2] , theorem 13.14). Applying the Holder inequality and the inequality (2.3) we have the estimate
for all • eV, where
ïor fixed ueWg^'tG) the inner product 
V?
How, let ueV be variable. Then the equality (2.9) defines an operator H^ : V -• V which, in general, is nonlinear. We Repeating this procedure, finally, we obtain a subsequence iD^u Lsatisfying the Cauchy condition in L 0 (r). Conse-L n ae rj f i 1 quently, all sequences iD J u_ L Ijl ^ k-1, satisfy the Cauchy L rj condition in L 2 (P) and,by the properties of the Nemycki operator the sequence {"l(*.%| r .°\"| r ^°n x \ r )} satisfies the Cauchy condition in.I» 2 (P). Therefore,by the inequality (2.13), the sequence {H-j^ jsatisfies the Cauchy con-3€ J dition in the space V with the norm ||*|| . It means that the operator H^ s V -V is compact.
Note. By the assumption II and the inequality (2.3), we have
where C = max C. and C., is the nori of the operator assigning j to each function B^aeW^'lG) its trace D^u I eL 2 (P), |j| $ k-1, on the boundary P . Consider the following nonlinear mixed boundary value problem.
717 - 1)-(4.3) , provided the constants k-, k , are sufficiently small.
